Overview

Recent research in the history of African Christianity has expanded the notion of religious encounter by highlighting the role played by missionaries and Africans in the creation of so-called colonial knowledge. Missionary societies were responsible for much of the research about Africa before and during the establishment of university disciplines. Missionaries contributed to the development of subjects such as botany, cartography, photography, and zoology and were especially involved in anthropology, medicine and linguistics. Africans were also engaged in this work, placing their own ideas in texts through research and translation, through ‘calling the shots’ in ethnographic photography, and through capturing collectors in networks of artistic production and consumption.

This Special Subject will study the pioneering role played by missionaries and local agents in ethnography, collecting and linguistics and will examine the significance of their research in
the formation of new African identities. The approach will be to consider the encounter of the Plymouth Brethren, the American Methodist Episcopal Church, and the Congo Evangelistic Mission with the Luba speaking peoples of Katanga, a vast territory of 80,000 square miles, located in Eastern Belgian Congo. These Euro-American Protestant missions had a difficult relationship with a colonial state, which preferred to work with a monolithic Catholicism and was suspicious of Protestant denationalising activities and encouragement of destabilising indigenous prophetic movements. Luba identity possessed a strong pre-colonial resonance and was actively imagined in the 20th century by colonial officials, African intellectuals, missionaries and their African associates, eventually providing the basis for the Dutch Franciscan, Placide Temples’, influential Bantu Philosophy (1949). Initially privileged under Belgian colonialism, the Luba Katanga slowly lost ground to surrounding ethnic groups developing a culture of political tribalism that manifested itself in secessionist politics following independence.

Key themes

The teaching is organised around seven key themes, which are the subject of scholarly and popular debate:
1) The late 19th Century and colonial context of the missionary encounter: Swahili and Ovimbundu slaving, the violence of Belgian penetration and the pervasive use of ‘science’ to rehabilitate Belgian colonialism following the Red-Rubber Scandal and sleeping sickness;
2) The influence of the genres of Anglo-Saxon anthropology and Belgian ethno-museology and the intellectual networks that sustained them;
3) The theological motivation for missionary research;
4) The methodological processes involved in missionary ethnography, collecting and photography including trekking, observation and use of African porters, translators and research assistants;
5) The knowledge pathways created by the choice of informants - women in flight, recent converts, evangelists, freed slaves and traditional religious experts;
6) The texts in context, their local dissemination through scriptures, language primers, school history and Belgian administrative periodicals and the making of ethnic identity;
7) Placide Tempels and the creation of African theology and ethno-Philosophy

The Sources

A diverse and rich collection of sources is available in English: missionary correspondence with the colonial state, museums, universities and mission authorities; missionary publications, including monthly periodicals, hagiographies of missionaries and converts, and collections of fables and proverbs; published oral traditions; ethnographic texts published by the University of Witwatersrand, South Africa and the Central African Museum, Belgium; digitalised ethnographic photos, missionary magic lantern slides, paintings and sketches. These will be supplemented by transcriptions of interviews with African informants and translations of language primers and an African canonical History. All of these sources have been scanned and put on camtools.

Teaching and Learning

Given that most of you will be unfamiliar with the history of Africa and more specifically colonial Belgian Congo the paper will begin in Michaelmas Term with 9 informal lectures
with space for discussion. The lectures will address the context, key themes and the nature and content of the source material. These lectures will be supplemented with films (which will not be examined) on the history of colonial Belgian Congo. There will also be a 2 hour hands-on-session at the MAA.

In Lent Term the teaching and learning will take place through classes. These will be organised around student-led presentations. The classes will address issues of history, historiography and specific sources. Usually they will be organised around key or classic secondary texts. A group of you will be responsible for a specific class topic. The presentations will be a major task. I want presenters to produce a detailed hand-out, and make good use of white boards, projection facilities, images and texts. Those not presenting that week will also be expected to have read the primary and secondary texts for that week. I will introduce the class, steer the discussion (if necessary) and sum-up.

In addition there will be a series of intensive ‘gobbet’ (extract) classes working on the primary texts in Lent and Easter Terms. It will be assumed that everyone will have read the relevant set texts for that week. These classes will increasingly focus upon preparing for the gobbet and source exam and HAP.

Schedule for Lectures, Films and Classes

(Subject to amendment)

Michaelmas Term

Week 1
Lecture 1: Introduction 1: Themes and Explanations
Lecture 2: Introduction 2: Visual and Textual Sources

Week 2
Lecture 3: The Luba, Lunda and their Neighbours in West Central Africa 1870-1915
Film 1: Kongo EP1: La Course Effréné [a documentary survey of the history of colonisation with subtitles]

Week 3
Lecture 4: Missions and the State in Belgian Congo 1908 -1950s
Discussion 1: Missionary Propaganda: Some Key Texts

Week 4
Lecture 5: Colonial Science: institutions, Networks and Publications
Lecture 6: The Origins and Nature of Missionary Science

Week 5
Lecture 7: Fieldwork methods and African Expertise: Missionaries and Africans in the Making of Colonial Knowledge
Film 2: Kongo EP2: Les Grandes Illusions 1908-60 [a documentary survey of the era of Belgian Colonialism with subtitles]
Week 6
Visit to Museum and Archaeology and Anthropology: Two hour Class on Museums and Missionary Collections with Dr Chris Wingfield (Senior Curator, Archaeology, MAA)

Week 7
Lecture 8: Missionary Literacy and Science and Luba Ethnic Formation
Discussion 2: Missionary Ethnography and History: Some Key Texts

Week 8
Lecture: 9 Missionary Research, Bantu Philosophy, and African Theology
‘Introducing Gobbets’

Lent Term
Class 1 - The Luba polity and its collapse
Extract Work – Topic 1
Class 2 – Cultural Encounter: Adventurers and Missionaries and African Reponses
Extract Work – Topic 2
Class 3 – The Encounter through Object and Image
Extract Work - Topic 3
Class 4 – Missions and the Belgian Colonial Project: Language, Labour, Health & Hygiene
Extract Work – Topic 4
Class 5 – Missionaries, Anthropologists and Curators
Extract Work – Topic 5
Class 6 – Missionary Anthropology and Secret Societies
Extract Work – Topic 6
Class 7 – Missionary Literacy and its Social Significance
Extract Work – Topic 7
Class 8 – African Art, Ethno-Philosophy and Theology
Extract Work – Topic 8

Easter Term
Gobbet Workshop
Gobbet Workshop
Long Essay Presentational Issues & Preparing for HAP & Third Sources Question [+ course evaluation]
Specimen Long Essay Questions

1) Why did missionaries engage in colonial science in Belgian Congo?
2) What were the strengths and weaknesses of missionary research methods?
3) To what extent did missionaries’ African informants turn their gods into demons?
4) Why were African intellectuals so keen to collaborate with European researchers?
5) Does Placide Tempels’ *Bantu Philosophy* (1949) have any empirical basis?
6) Was missionary science knowledge for imperial domination?
7) To what extent did conversion to Christianity reflect an African quest for literacy?
8) What can historians learn from collections of photographs or material culture made by missionaries?
9) How did missionary research contribute to ethnic formation?
10) Does missionary participation in scientific research cause historians to revise their understanding of the religious encounter?
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1) The Opening Encounter in S.W. Belgian Congo

**Primary:**
Brethren Images (4 jpegs)
W. Burton, 1933. *When God Changes a Village* pp.64-74 [10 pages]
E. Coates Hartzler, 1960. *Brief History of Missionary Work in the Southern Congo during the First Fifty Years*, pp.1-38 [38 pages]
*Journal of the Congo Mission Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1921* [22 pages]
Methodist Episcopal Church Images (3 jpegs)
J.M. Springer, 1924. ‘The work Actual and Needed among Large Mining Communities of the Katanga’ *Congo Missionary Conference Report*, [2 pages]
J.M. Springer to W. Burton, 1933, *DU* [2 pages]

**Secondary:**
F.S. Arnot, 1889 [1969]. *Gareenganze or Seven Years’ Mission Work in Central Africa*
F.S. Arnot, 1893. *Bihé and Gareenganze, or Four Years Further Work and Travel in Central Africa*
2) Colonial Science: Its Intellectual Context and Networks of Transmission

Primary:

MRAC, File Burton correspondence with Henri Schouteden, Joseph Maes, & L. Cahen ca.1930-60 [42 pages]
UWA, Hoernlé Correspondence [3 pages]
Westermann papers [7 pages]
UWAG, a) Correspondence with Winifred Hoernlé & Audrey Richards 1932-40 [13 pages]
b) W.F. P Burton’s notes on the Luba:
Hunting & Fishing [22 pages]
Traps and Snare [9 pages]
Some Notes on Trial by Ordeal [3 pages]
Chieftainship of Mulongo [2 pages]
Arts [3 pages]
Tenure and Inheritance of Land among the Baluba [5 pages]
The Luban Social System [5 pages]
Origin of the Tribes in the S.W Corner of Congo [4 pages]
L’Esclavage chez Les Baluba [2 pages]
Traps and Pits [6 pages]
Food and Cooking [3 pages]
Names [3 pages]
c) Burton Photo Collection
W.Burton, ca 1920-30 Notes accompanying photographs [25 pages]

**Secondary:**
P. Carstens, (ed.) 1985. *Winifred Hoernlé, The Social Organization of the Nama and Other Essays*
P. Harries, 2007. *Butterflies and Barbarians: Swiss Missionaries and Systems of Knowledge in Southeast Africa*
E. Schildkrout, & C. Keim, 1998. *The Scramble for Art in Central Africa*
M. Poncelet, 2008. *L’invention des sciences coloniales belges*
3) Missiology and Science: The Making of Missionary Scientists

**Primary:**
W. Burton, 1930. ‘Secret Societies of Lubaland’, BS, 4, 217-50 [34 pages]
W. Burton, 1933. When God Changes a Village, pp.17-25 [8 pages]
W. Burton, 1947. ‘There has been a previous preaching of the Gospel in Lubaland’ pts 1 & 2 CEMR
W.F.P. Burton’s notes on the Luba UWAG:
Unpublished Preface to Luba Religion and Magic in Custom and Belief [2 pages]
CEM, 10 jepgs of magic lantern slides
D. Crawford, 1913. Thinking Black: 22 Years without a break in the long grass of Central Africa pp.41-89 [48 pages]
MRAC, 10 jpegs of gouache paintings of headdresses with notes [8 pages]
UWAG, 10 jpegs of ethnographic images

**Secondary:**
P. Forster, 1989. T. Cullen Young: Missionary and Anthropologist
*P. Hiebert, 1978, ‘Missions and Anthropology: A Love Hate Relationship’, MIR, 6.2.
D. Livingstone, 1857. Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa
D. Maxwell and P. Harries (eds.) The Spiritual in the Secular. Missionaries and Knowledge about Africa
E.S. Miller. 1981. ‘Great was the Company of Preachers’: The Word of Missionaries and the Word of Anthropologists’, AQ 54, 3.
M. Sweetnam, 2007. ‘Dan Crawford, *Thinking Black*, and the Challenge of a Missionary Canon’, *JEH*, 58, 4

4) **The Disciplines and Practice of Colonial Science: Collecting, Ethnography, Linguistics and Photography**

**Primary:**
W. Burton, 1936. ‘Capturing a Kanzundji’, *CEMR* 60, pp.49-50 [2 pages]
W. Burton, 1937. ‘Outside Influences’, *CEMR* 69 pp. 89-92 [4 pages]
*CEM*, Burton – Salter Correspondence ca 1919-30, [115 pages]
*CEM*, 10 jpegs of magic lantern slides
*DM Interviews with Congolese in Lubumbashi and Mwanza (2006)* [52 pages]
*UWAG*, 10 jpegs of ethnographic photographs

**Secondary:**
A. Bank, 2008. ‘The “Intimate Politics” of Fieldwork: Monica Hunter and her African Assistants, Pondoland and the Eastern Cape, 1931-32’, *JSAS* 34, 3
J. Cinnamon, “Robert Hamill Nassau: Missionary Ethnography and the Colonial Encounter in Gabon,” *LFM* 19
5) Knowledge Pathways: African Agency in the Making of Texts, Collections and Images

**Primary:**

W. Burton, 1933. *When God Changes a Village* pp.51-58 [7 pages]

W. Burton, 1937. ‘Kishekesheke’ CEMR, 64 p.129 [1 page]


*CEMR* No.7 January – March 1925, Trekking and an African sermon [6 pages]


W. Hall, 1941. ‘Some outstanding men of Kisanga District’ *CEMR* 86, pp.579-80 [2 pages]


Shambelo, ‘Emancipation from a Double Slavery’, *CEMR*, 3, January – March (1924) [2 pages]

*UWAG*, 11 jegs of ethnographic photographs


H. Womersley, 1984 *Legends of the Luba* (x-xvi) [7 pages].

**Secondary:**
P. Jenkins, 2009. “‘From a Real Body, which Was There, Proceed Radiations which Ultimately Touch Me, Who Am Here’ — An Encounter with a Missionary Portrait of a Pre-Colonial Akan Court Official,” VA, 22, 4
D. Peterson, 1999. ‘Translating the Word: Dialogism and Debate in Two Gikuyu Dictionaries’, JRH, 1
J.D.Y. Peel, 1995. “‘For Who Hath Despised the Day of Small Things?’ Missionary Narratives and Historical Anthropology’, CSSH, 37
J.D.Y. Peel, 2000. Religious Encounter and the Making of the Yoruba
G. Viswanathan, 1989. Masks of Conquest: Literary Study and British Rule in India

6) Missionary Literacy and Ethnic Formation in the History of Colonial Katanga

Primary:
W. Burton, 1961. Luba Religion and Magic in Custom and Belief, pp.4-148 [144 pages]
Garenganze Evangelical Mission (ca 1925) Kibelo kya Kufundiyya pp.1-15 [15 pages]
Secondary:

K. Barber, 2006. *Africa’s Hidden Histories. Everyday Literacy and Making the Self*

Cabrita, J. *Text and Authority in the South African Nazareth Church.* Cambridge, Cambridge

University Press, 2014


A. Jones, 2004. ‘Sources in Mission Archives’ in F. Ludwig & A. Adogame (eds.) *European Traditions in the Study of Religion in Africa*


J.D.Y Peel, 1996. ‘Problems and Opportunities in an Anthropologist’s Use of a Missionary Archive’ in R. Bickers & R Seton (eds.), *Missionary Encounters: Sources and Issues*

J.D.Y Peel, 2000. *Religious Encounter and the Making of the Yoruba*


Primary:

*CEMR No 8 April – June 1925, An African Sermon & notes on Bwanga [Magic] [4 pages]*

*CEMR No. 15. January – March 1927, An African Sermon and Bwanga [Magic] [8 pages]*

7) Bantu Philosophy, African Theology & African Art
CEMR No. 42. May – June 1933, An African sermon + female diviner [7 pages]

CEMR No. 45. November – December 1933, Two African sermons + Springer letter to Burton (see Theme 1) [7 pages]

CEMR No.47. March – April 1934, An African sermon [3 pages]

MAJ – 4 jpgs of water colours & [2 pages notes]

P. Tempels, 1953 (1949) *Bantu Philosophy* pp. 1-123 [123 pages]

UWAG, 5 jpgs of collected items of material culture


**Secondary:**


J. Fabian 1966. ‘Dream and charisma. "Theories of Dreams" in the Jamaa-Movement (Congo)’, *Anthropos* 61


J. Fabian, 1972. *Anthropology and interpretation, Essays on the thought of the Jamaa movement*


J. Fabian, 1980. ‘Man and woman in the teachings of the Jamaa movement in Shaba (Zaire)’, *Bulletin de théol. afric.* 2

J. Fabian, 1986. *Language and Colonial Power*


P. Harries, 2005. ‘Anthropology’ in N. Etherington (ed.) *Oxford History of the British Empire Companion Series, Missions and Empire*


V.Y Mudimbe, 1988. *The Invention of Africa*


F. Neyt, 1993. *Luba aux Sources du Zaire*


J. A. Theuws, 1983. *Word and World. Luba Thought and Literature*


**General & Contextual**

D. Lagergren, 1970. Mission and State in the Congo 1885-1903
M. Lyons, 1992. A Social History of Sleeping Sickness in Northern Zaire, 1900 – 1940
C. Young, 1965. Politics in the Congo: Decolonization and Independence

Colonialism and Political Culture


Missions and Christianity in Colonial Africa

T. Beidelman, 1982. Colonial Evangelism
B.M. Cooper, 2006. Evangelical Christians in the Muslim Sahel
Elbourne, E., 2002 Blood Ground: Colonialism, Missions and the Contest for Christianity in the Cape Colony and Britain, 1799-1853
T. Falola, (ed.) 2005. *Christianity and Social Change in Africa*
R. Gray, 1990. *Black Christians and White Missionaries*
E. Isichei, 1995. *A History of Christianity in Africa. From Antiquity to the Present*
D. Maxwell (ed), 2002. *Christianity & the African Imagination*
J. Peel, 2001. *Religious encounter & the making of the Yoruba*
D. Peterson, 2012. (forthcoming) *The Pilgrims’ Politics: Patriotism, Conversion and the Social History of Dissent in East Africa*
L. Sanneh, 1989. *Translating the Message*

**Missionary Ethnography, Science and Social Anthropology**

A. Adogame & F. Ludwig (eds.) *European Traditions in the Study of Religion in Africa*
B. Elman, 2006. *A Cultural History of Modern Science in Late Imperial China*


**Ethnic Formation**


J. Iliffe, 1979. *A modern history of Tanganyika*

C. Lentz, 1995. ‘“Tribalism” and ethnicity in Africa’ *CSH* 31


T. Ranger, 1983. ‘The invention of tradition in colonial Africa’ in E. Hobsbawm and T. Ranger (eds)*The Invention of Tradition*


T. Spear, 2003. ‘Neo-traditionalism and the limits of invention in British colonial Africa’ *JAH* 44


J. Young, 1986. ‘Nationalism, ethnicity and class in Africa: a retrospective’ *CEA* 26

**Websites which may be of use for long essays:**

The Archives of the Plymouth Brethren in the John Rylands Library, University of Manchester have recently been digitalised. You can access [digitised copies of Echoes of Service online from 1872 to 1918](http://luna.manchester.ac.uk/luna/servlet/view/search/what/Periodicals?q=echoes+of+service&sor=mtitle), and a [series of postcards](http://luna.manchester.ac.uk/luna/servlet/view/search/what/Periodicals?q=echoes+of+service&sor=image_sequence_number) featuring pictures of mission workers from the late 19th and early 20th centuries, here:

http://luna.manchester.ac.uk/luna/servlet/view/search/what/Periodicals?q=echoes+of+service&sor=reference_number%2Cimage_sequence_number

The archivist Jessica Smith has written a short blog about the newly available material here:

https://rylandscollections.wordpress.com/2018/05/03/digital-access-to-mission-work-material/

The Belgian Colonial Biography


The Mundus Gateway to mission archives & resources

http://www.mundus.ac.uk/links.html#uk

The Aequatoria Centre [useful on Tempels and Missionary Scholarship in Congo]

http://www.aequatoria.be/04engels/010home_en.htm

The Bible Society Archives are in the Cambridge UL (good data on the production of Luba Scriptures) (search using Janus)
For more Pentecostal sources on Burton and the CEM see
https://ifphc.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=home.main

& http://www.brothermel.org/
(see ‘Faith Giants’ (Media) for digitalised Burton sermons)